Place giving adequate protection against air raids and other hazards of war, with which camps for prisoners of war and civilian internees must be equipped.

See also Hospitals and safety zones and localities [1]; Neutralized zones [2];

**LEGAL SOURCE**

**air raid shelters**

- GCIII, 23/2 [3]
- GCIV, 88 [4]

**as relief to civilian population**

- PI, 69 [5]-70 [6]

**to provide to POWs and internees**

- GCIII, 46/3 [7]
- GCIV, 127/2 [8]
managed by civil defence

PI, 61/a(iii) [9], 62/3 [10] and 65/6 [11]

Marking

PI, 66 [12]
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